YOUR EXAMS, IN YOUR CONTROL
Hello! We’re lifeIMAGE, and we are revolutionizing the way that doctors and patients exchange critical medical information. To start, we believe patients should be able to access and share their medical images as easily as they access e-mail or share photos on Facebook®. To make that happen, we hired the brightest minds in healthcare information technology, internet data security, and social media, and we built a network that brought our goal to life. Our hospital customers currently represent 30,000 physicians in the United States, and we are now extending our network to patients like you. We invite you to join us with a lifeIMAGE Network Cloud Service (LINCS™) account. With your LINCS account, you can share your images with any physician in the country.

YOUR DATA IS SAFE WITH US
We take our responsibility very seriously. Your privacy is our highest priority, and lifeIMAGE takes great care to protect your medical records. We employ the latest, most sophisticated data security measures available. Our network uses the same security principles as the online banking industry. When using your LINCS account, all Internet communication between your web browser and the lifeIMAGE network is securely encrypted to ensure that no one can see your medical information. This information will never be disclosed or used without your consent. Your medical records will never be accessible to anyone, except those that you specify. The access you grant to others can be revoked at any time, instantly.

THE BENEFIT TO YOU
lifeIMAGE puts you in control of your medical imaging exams. You can use your LINCS account to instantly share exams with your current doctor or anyone else important to your care planning. Your LINCS account makes the process of engaging with a specialist or seeking a second opinion much easier. Rather than carrying a disc or film to an appointment, try sharing your images with your physician before you meet. This may help the doctor determine if it is necessary to meet, and if so, it will increase the likelihood of your appointment running on time. When you share images with LINCS, you do not have to worry about getting them back because they are always in your network account. If you coordinate the care of your child or parent, your LINCS account will help you get imaging exams to their physicians without having to transport physical media or records.

Traditionally, imaging is transferred using CDs. The problems with CDs are that they are easily lost or scratched, and they can be impossible to open by your next physician. Most importantly, the CD can only be in one place at any given time. In contrast, your internet based account allows you to safely keep your information indefinitely, and you can choose to share your information with an unlimited number of doctors.

With LINCS, your imaging exams are only a few clicks away from you and your care team.